A Prolog implementation of a new theorem-prover for rst-order classical logic is described.
Introduction

Overview of the Paper
In this paper, we implement and evaluate a new sound and complete theorem-prover for rst-order classical logic, the rst stage in the construction of a practical reasoning system for multi-modal logic being developed as part of the Esprit Medlar II project. The theorem-prover is based on free variable KE: i.e. it uses KE rules D 'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994] for analysing (conjunctive) and (disjunctive) formulas, and free variable semantic tableaux rules Fitting, 1990] for analysing (universally) and (existentially) quanti ed formulas. KE is discussed in section 1.2.
In section 2, a formal speci cation of the rules used in our Prolog implementation is described, for which soundness and completeness is straightforwardly veri ed using the framework of Fitting 1990] . In section 3, the theorem prover is evaluated by testing its performance on the rst 47 problems of the Pelletier problem set Pelletier, 1986] , and this performance is compared with with the state of the art semantic tableaux theorem prover leanT A P Beckert and Posegga, 1995] . Finally, in section 4, we describe an application of the prover, model building in a prototype system for logical animation Costa et al., 1990 ], a technique for symbolic execution which can be used for validation. In conclusion, the interest of these experiments is that they demonstrate the value of certain`characteristics' of the KE calculus. For theorem-proving, there is an overall space saving which becomes more signi cant as the problems get`tougher'. For model building, the mutual inconsistency of open branches in KE trees, and the relation of the KE rules to`traditional' forms of reasoning, make the KE calculus well suited to applications such as logical animation. : The following should be familiar from the tableau method: given a tree T, a branch of T is said to be closed if, for some substitution of values for variables, there is some atomic formula such that both and c are on the branch (closure is usually signi ed by the symbol ). If all the branches of a tree T expanded from a set of formulas F are closed, then we have a refutation of F. A tree T is a proof of A from a set of formulas F if T is a refutation of F f:Ag. This concludes our overview of KE. For a complete description, including motivation, examples, soundness/completeness proofs, and complexity results, see D 'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994] .
2 Implementation
Speci cation
In this section, we formulate a representation of the free variable KE rules and a systematic refutation procedure which can be used as a formal speci cation for the implementation. The KE rules of Figure 1 , are, like traditional presentations of the tableau rules, unsuitable for this purpose. While some of the reasons for this are common to KE and the tableau method, some are di erent. The main problems in our case are:
P1: no data structures are speci ed; P2: closure is a de nition not a rule; P3: the application of PB is unrestricted (i.e. unanalytic); P4: the application of the rule is unrestricted; P5: the rules are essentially non-deterministic, i.e. there is no control over which order and how often the rules can be applied;
P6: the presentation does not lend itself to intuitive or straightforward soundness and completeness proofs.
We will consider each of these problems P1{P6 in turn. Looking ahead, the discussion of solutions to problems P1{P4 leads to the formal speci cation shown in Figure 2 , and the discussion of P5
leads to the algorithm shown in Figure 3 . Together, the speci cation and algorithm are used in the discussion of P6 for a sketch of soundness and completeness, based on the framework The important feature of these schemata is that the , or formula (i.e. the topmost formula in each schema) has, in each case, been analysed, and in fact need not be re-analysed D 'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994] . This provides a (partial) solution to our problem: two of the data structures required are a set of unanalysed formulas, i.e. those , and formulas to which no rule has been applied, and a set of analysed formulas, i.e. those , and formulas to which the appropriate rule has been applied. The e ect of a rule which applies a schema using some and is to move the topmost formula (which is unanalysed, i.e. a member of ) from to , and to add the formula(s) below the line to . We will need another data structure when we consider what to do with and formulas (see P4 below).
Note that we keep analysed formulas in , rather than discarding them, because these formulas might yet be used as the minor premise in an application of the or rule. (Previously, we have implemented a KE-based theorem prover for propositional logic in which the formulas were ordered by complexity (i.e. the number of sub-formulas). Then, when the most complex formula was analysed, it could be discarded. It was found that this tactic led to a noticeable improvement in speed.) P2: Closure. We now also have a solution to this problem. An atomic formula (i.e. a literal) can simply be moved from to { it has been`analysed', even though it produces nothing. The rule for closure is then if some literal and its complement are both in .
We shall refer to an atomic formula or literal as being of`Smullyan-type' l, i.e. an l formula.
P3: Analytic PB. One problem that particularly concerns D 'Agostino and Mondadori 1994] is how to restrict the set of potential PB formulas so as to allow for systematic refutation proce- In these cases, PB only adds an existing informationor a formula already derived by the application of the appropriate , or rule. Furthermore, a formula is subsumed if one of its subformulas is on the branch, and applying PB in these cases is (worse than) pointless:
Again, all the other forms involving^and ! are the same.
Therefore, we only want to consider applying PB to those and formulas which cannot be analysed by the and rules and are not subsumed by the branch. We call such a formula a PB formula.
An important observation that follows from this discussion is that a formula which is subsumed by one of its subformulas is not only no good for an application of PB, but it also cannot be used`constructively' in an application of the rule, i.e. it cannot generate useful information. For example, given fb 1 ; b 1 _ b 2 g, then :b 1 closes the branch directly, and :b 2 only derives information we already have. In semantic terms, if we have b 1 on a branch (i.e. it is true in the model currently being considered), then b 1 _ b 2 is also true in these models, regardless of b 2 , and can be ignored. This means that any formula in which is subsumed should be considered as analysed, and moved directly to without adding anything to , as suggested by the following schema (i 2 f1; 2g): Schema Bs: i P4: Quanti er Rules. We need to consider the quanti er rules, and in particular how to control the rule. Both and formulas can start in the set of unanalysed formulas. Applying the rule is straightforward: we add the Skolemized formula to and move the formula to . However, unlike all the other rules and formulas, it may be that the rule needs to be applied to a formula more than once. For completeness, we need to use the formulas`fairly'. Our solution is to use a third set of formulas, ?, which is a set of formulas only. Now when a formula is analysed it is moved to ? rather than , while the formula with a free variable substituted for the bound variable is added to . For example, 8x:P(x) is analysed by P(V i ), for some i; then P(V i ) is added to and 8x:P(x) is moved to ?. After all the formulas in have been moved to ?, they can, if necessary be moved back again. This ensures that the formulas can be used more than once and`fairly'. Finally, because of the (semi-)decidability of rst order logic, we need a pre-set bound, given by an integer n, which denotes the maximum number of times the rule can be used on a branch. We can then use iterative deepening to search for proofs at successively greater values of n.
We are now in a position to specify the rules to be used in the implementation of free variable KE, which will be used for the solutions to problems P5 and P6. These are given in Figure 2 .
To summarize, a branch is represented by a 4-tuple ( , ,?,n) where, as discussed above: is the set of unanalysed , , and formulas, unmoved l formulas (literals), and formulas that have been analysed x times each; is the set of analysed , , and formulas, and moved l formulas; ? is the set of formulas that have been analysed x + 1 times each; n is the number of times more that the rule can be applied on the branch.
The rules move literal and closure come from the discussion of problem P2 above; Rules A, Bs, B and E implement the respective schemata described above; Rules D and G implement the and rules; PB is the analytic restriction of PB discussed as the solution to problem P3; and restart gamma enables another round of applications of Rule G to formulas after they have been put back in .
P5: Determinism. The rules of Figure 2 can be read as`rewrite' rules, and beginning with the`start tuple' ( ,;,;,n), the search for a refutation then applies the rules until the closure rule is applied or no more rules apply. If there is a`derivation' such that every`terminal' is a 2 then we have a refutation. Of course, this is still non-deterministic: there are many di erent sequences in which the rules can be applied. What we are concerned with is that if there is a sequence such that all the branches of the resulting tree end with 2, is there a procedure for nding it. Given this speci cation, it is easy to impose an ordering on the application of the rules, and a structure on the sets of formulas, which gives an algorithm, i.e. a systematic refutation procedure for free variable KE. One algorithm, informally stated, with , and ? taken as lists, is shown in Figure 2 as`inference' rules, they only ever produce sub-formulas. If a tuple ( , ,?,n) is`satis able' then any tuple ( 0 , 0 ,? 0 ,n 0 ) derived from it will also be`satis able'. It can then be shown that if a set of formulas has a KE proof, then is valid. To do this we can rework Fitting 1990], pp130-131, Lemma 6.3.2 (applying a tableau expansion rule to a satis able tableau results in another satis able tableau), and Theorem 6.3.3
(if a sentence X has a tableau proof, X is valid), substituting the KE speci cation, satis able KE tree, and KE proof in the appropriate places.
Completeness is intuitive as well: the analytic restriction of KE is complete D 'Agostino and Mondadori, 1994] , and rules A, Bs, B, E, D, G and PB only implement rules speci ed in the analytic restriction of KE. More formally, Fitting 1990] de nes (1) a tableau construction rule as one which, when supplied with a tableau and some side information either says that no continuation is possible, or produces a new tableau with new side information; and (2) a fair tableau construction rule as one in which every non-literal formula has the appropriate expansion rule applied to it on each branch on which it occurs, and every formula can have the rule applied to it arbitrarily often, on every branch on which it occurs. It is easy to verify that the algorithm above is what we might correspondingly call a fair KE construction rule. Then we can use the general completeness proof of Fitting 1990], pp179-180, Theorem 7.8.6, which states that for any fair tableau construction rule R, if X is a valid sentence (of a logic L), then X has a tableau proof in which all tableau expansion rules are applied rst and according to R, and then a single tableau substitution rule application follows, using a most general atomic closure substitution. The proof can be reworked for the speci cation and algorithm above, showing that the free variable KE speci cation presented here is complete.
Implementation Details
The current implementation is written in ECRC ECL i PS e Prolog ECRC and ICL, 1993] , and uses the algorithm described above with some optimizations, backtracking and heuristics as described below. The program takes as input a set of formula and succeeds if there is a refutation proof of this set. The input is unrestricted in that is does not require any conversion into a normal form, it handles the four standard operators^, _, ! and $ directly, and preserves position and scope of both universal and existential quanti ers. The advantages of such an approach are well-documented (see Oppacher and Suen 1988] , pp70-71), but include readability, control and compactness. However, it is interesting to note that one of Oppacher and Suen's heuristics in their harp tableau-based theorem prover Oppacher and Suen, 1988] is to apply \admissible rules whenever possible". These rules are derived inference rules such as modus ponens { rules which, we observed earlier, are`basic' in the KE calculus.
The performance of our implementation has been substantially improved by using two state-ofthe-art techniques for treating free variables. The rst is to recognize some`universal' formulas, i.e. those formulas whose free variables can be used as often as necessary with a di erent substitution each time (such variables are called universal variables: see H ahnle, 1992, Beckert and Posegga, 1995] for details). The second has been to use the liberalized rule of Beckert et al., 1993] , which allows Skolem constants to be parameterised with only the free variables occurring in the formula, rather than all the free variables that appear on the branch (as in Fitting, 1990] ).
These two techniques have been implemented by labelling each formula with its free variables. If a formula's free variables are universal then they are not instantiated on the application of a rule, rule or closure rule. Universal free variables become disjunctive when the formula they label is used as a PB formula, and instantiations do now bind the variables. Note that the label on a formula, being its free variables, also provides the arguments for a new Skolem constant when applying the liberalized rule.
There are three`choice points' in the program which may be in uenced by heuristics and/or control of backtracking. These are when rule G is to be applied, which formula to apply it to; when PB is to be applied, which or formula to apply it to; and when rule B, E or closure applies, which substitution (if there is more than one) to use. Our strategies are in part determined by our implementation of and ? as Prolog lists.
formulas then form a`queue' in , and we apply rule G to the head of the queue (but compare Oppacher and Suen, 1988] ). This choice is xed by a`cut'. However, as a result of restart gamma, once a formula has been used, it can rejoin the queue, but will not be re-used until all other formulas ahead of it have been used. The current implementation of PB picks on the rst candidate formulas in , although more sophisticated selection policies are possible. (In an earlier propositional implementation, the strategy was to pick the least complex sub-formula of the most complex formula: the latter formula could then be discarded. D 'Agostino and Mondadori 1994] give a heuristic which selects the sub-formula that appears most often in the formulas on the branch: this enables certain`hard' problems to be solved most e ciently.) Possible substitutions in the B, E and closure rules are enumerated by backtracking.
The closure rule, as it stands now, can be considered`over-cautious', because it is possible to close on any formula and its complement, rather than just a literal and its complement. should make it apparent that there is an easy inductive proof of this. The question then is whether it is more cost-e ective to check for closure after each application of a rule or reduce to literals and then check for closure. The current implementation closes on literals only, but it may well be that an implementation which allowed for a shared representation of formulas could detect closure on compound formulas. Such a representation would enable a better indexing mechanisms for accessing formulas to be used in and inferences, which would help eliminate the major processing overhead in the current implementation, which is the need to trawl through three lists looking for the appropriate minor premise in order to apply the rules Bs, B and E.
Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the performance of an implementation of a theorem prover based on the speci cation and algorithm given above, which we shall refer to as`leanKE'. We compare its performance to that of the highly e cient, and`leanly' coded leanT A P Beckert and Posegga, 1995], which we take as a representative, state-of-the-art tableau-based theorem prover that allows us to compare \like with like" implementations { i.e. they are both`lean' (no heuristics or compiling), run on the same platforms (ECL i PS e Prolog on a Sun tm IPX SPARCstation running under UNIX tm v4.1.3), and treat quanti ed formulas in the same way. Both programs are very compact: to implement the speci cation in Figure 2 `leanKE' uses 17 clauses, 148 lines, and 4:5Kb disk space (the total`leanKE' package, including the theorem prover, tree recording facilities and test harnesses is 50Kb). leanT A P uses 5 clauses, 16 lines and <1Kb disk space (rising to 11 clauses, 43 lines, and <2Kb disk space if the module to convert to negation normal form is included).
We know KE o ers a substantial advantage over`standard' tableaux calculi because the only branching rule, using analytic cut, decreases the size of the search space D 'Agostino, 1990] . We have already shown how this improvement follows through to comparable tableau implementations Cunningham et al., 1992] . These experiments indicate that while we do not get quite the same speed from`leanKE' as from leanT A P, there is a reduction in the size of the search space and, in general, in the number of formulas that need to be derived. This becomes more signi cant as the problems get`tougher'. Table 1 compares the performance of`leanKE' with leanT A P Beckert and Posegga, 1995] for the rst 17 Pelletier problems Pelletier, 1986] . The times shown are calculated as an average of 25 runs on the platform described above, the space required (in terms of formulas derived and branches closed) is, of course, constant. The entry in the`Formulas Derived' column is calculated for`leanKE' as follows: for each application of rule A, add two to the total number of formulas (unless it is application of double-negation elimination, in which case add one), and for each application of rules B and E add one to the total. For leanT A P, it is calculated by adding two to the total for each application of the rules for conjunction or disjunction. The`Branches Closed' column entry is counted in the obvious way in each case.
Propositional Tests
Although 17 test problems is a small sample, it is indicative of general trends. The relative time and space requirements of both theorem provers are of the same order of magnitude. leanT A P requires less time than`leanKE', but`leanKE' trees are, in general, smaller than leanT A P tableau: in only one case does`leanKE' derive more formulas than leanT A P, and in no case does it close more branches.
If these problems were typical of the propositional theorem proving scene, with no need to record the proof, then at this time leanT A P provides the better results. However, there is a trade-o between computation time and space which`leanKE' can exploit for applications where recording and/or manipulating the proof tree is required (see, for example, the next section). The time to record the tree/tableau would also need to be considered, which would also diminish the time advantage of leanT A P. It is also possible for a more e cient algorithm to be used for propositional theorem proving, which would improve the performance of a`leanKE' v.2, for propositional logic (see also section 3.3).
It is also worth noting that problem 9 is from the Cook and Reckhow Cook and Reckhow, 1979] class of formulas P k , where P k is de ned inductively as: P 1 = fp 1 ; :p 1 g P k = fp k _ f j f 2 P k?1 g f:p k _ f j f 2 P k?1 g with k = 2. With k = 4, leanT A P fails to produce an answer before running out of stack space, while`leanKE' has no such problems. This result is to have been expected, given Table 2 compares the performance of`leanKE' with that of leanT A P for the monadic and full predicate logic tests of Pelletier, 1986], numbers 18-46. These were again calculated as an average of 25 runs, with the limit on the number of free variables on a branch already speci ed. Formulas derived is calculated as above, with the di erence that any application of either quanti er rule adds one to the total. For each Pelletier problem, a count X(Y) is given, where X is the number of formulas left in the proof tree, and Y is the total number of formulas derived in the search for the proof, and may be greater than X because of backtracking. A similar count X(Y) is given for the number of branches closed: X represents the nal number of branches in the actual proof, and Y the number of applications of the closure rule used in the proof search. We observe in the test results shown in Table 2 that for some problems`leanKE' produces a result in faster time than leanT A P, but mostly leanT A P is quicker than`leanKE'. However,`leanKE' generally still produces trees with fewer nodes and branches than leanT A P.
Note that Pelletier 47 (aka Schubert's Steamroller) could not be solved by either`leanKE' ot leanT A P. This may be because, as Beckert and Posegga suggest, that the problem is designed for forwards chaining based on clauses. However, the problem can be straightforwardly solved using standard tableau using sorts Atkinson and Cunningham, 1991] , and we would expect a similar result if we added sorts to`leanKE'. Table 3 compares`leanKE' with leanT A P on the same 29 problems, but using iterative deepening to increase (in increments of 1) the number of free variables allowed, until a proof is found. Thè VL' column shows the number of free variables required for a proof. The iterative deepening tests are based only on 1 run, which is why some times are recorded as`0' msecs. Neither program could solve Pelletier 47 by iterative deepening in a`reasonable' time.
These tests con rm the overall results above: in general`leanKE' generates fewer formulas and fewer branches in searching for a proof, although leanT A P is, in general, quicker in nding a proof. It is curious to note that each program has its`bête noir' problem: for leanT A P this is 34; for`leanKE' it is 46. This suggests that, using iterative deepening for theorem proving, it could be that the Smullyan-inspired calculus which is ideal for all rst-order problems simply does not `leanKE' exist, and that we are really searching for a`local maximum'.
Comments
It is interesting to compare the average ratios of time taken and number of branches in the three sets of tests (omitting Pelletier 47). This is shown (approximately) in the following table: it is a very rough approximation as, with such a small sample, just a single problem can cause a large distortion in the ratio, but it does reveal a general trend. Logic Tests average time ratio average branch ratiò leanKE' : leanT A P`leanKE' : leanT A P Propositional 4 : 1 1 : 2 Monadic Predicate 3 : 1 1 : 4 Full Predicate 2 : 1 1 : 6 It appears that as the problems get`tougher', and the branching in the tableau theorem prover increases, then the time performance of`leanKE' improves in comparison, in addition to the space `leanKE' advantages. Since the space saving is a property of the KE calculus and this is re ected in the implementation of`leanKE', the questions to address are whether the time cost is caused by the calculus or the implementation, and if the latter, how to achieve a uniform improvement in the time performance.
It is expected that the time performance of`leanKE' is being degraded more by the simplicity of the current implementation rather than a problem with the calculus. Using the KE calculus, we e ectively need to analyse formulas`in context', rather than`blindly' analysing them as in the tableau method. In this implementation, analysis in context requires additional processing overheads, as for each or formula, we search through some lists looking for a minor premise. This is compensated for by having to do less`work' as branches can potentially close earlier. The compensation is not enough to equalise processing times, although the important factor is the space saving which is achieved without disproportionate cost in time performance. This gives us con dence that a more e cient treatment of the list processing requirements, e.g. by pairwise comparison which ensures that no comparison is done twice, which we are currently working on, should yield a performance which is comparable for the smaller,`easier' examples and yet retains the advantages of KE for the`harder' examples. However, it has been observed that KE is equivalent to tableau plus lemmata plus a certain formula selection strategy. By Occam's razor, we would expect that using the KE calculus directly should be better than making such additions to an already complete system. It is possible, though, that the introduction of a lemma via the cut rule (PB) can cause problems for`leanKE' which do not arise for the standard tableau calculus, if the PB formula is highly complex. For the sake of argument, suppose we had to prove the formula P _ P, and P was a`hard' problem like Pelletier 47. With a tableau theorem prover, such as for example leanT A P, we would`merely' need to be able to prove P twice, although the number of choice points is squared. With a theorem prover based on KE like`leanKE', we would generate a tree of the form: P _ P P A A A :P P If :P is untouched, the problem again is to prove P twice. If, on the other hand, :P is analysed, then it is possible that useless branches, choice points and uni cations are introduced, and the search space can become unmanageable. Thus it may be that a more controlled choice of PB formulas is required (in the way that formulas that can be`simpli ed' are not candidate PB formulas), for example by using heuristics or as in 3 T A P Beckert et al., 1992] . This con rms that the question of the optimal theorem proving strategy with KE remains an open issue, and that there are many unresolved questions that need to be addressed, especially with regard to the choice of PB formulas and the treatment of formulas.
Application
KE and Logical Animation
The application we have been investigating is in model building for validating a formal requirements speci cation via logical animation. The idea behind logical animation, which emerged from the UK Alvey forest project, is to deduce and display a (minimal) logical model of a formal requirements speci cation to help validate that speci cation (see Atkinson and Cunningham, 1991] ). The intention of logical animation is to provide the user with detailed information about the actual state of the system. In practice, this means listing all positive extensions of the predicates that can be derived from the (intensional and extensional) database; semantically, we are trying to build a minimal model Hintikka, 1988] using the KE proof procedure. The condition of the KE-tree when the deductive process stops can be as follows: each branch is closed by an inconsistent pair A and :A. The original database is then inconsistent; there are alternative complete open branches, which may be disregarded either because they do not introduce new information, or because they introduce a non-minimal model, or because they add incompleteness; there is only one complete open branch which represents the actual state of a model for the intensional database. Clearly, it is only the latter case which provides the user with information about the actual state of the system being animated, so we restrict our attention to minimal models and disregard branches which introduce incompleteness.
The deduction method used in the original animator Costa et al., 1990 ] was based on semantic tableaux, and could animate a speci cation presented as a logical theory of a rst-order logic with action modalities, and the results could be presented graphically. We are exploring the e cacity of KE for this application (see section 4.3 below), and furthermore we have been able to exploit ECL i PS e 's stronger linkage between Prolog and graphics for displaying the model, rather than using a separate program (as in Costa et al., 1990] ).
We have also been looking at ways of supporting the graphical display with natural language. There is evidence from cognitive science Larkin and Simon, 1987] that the optimal medium for conveying maximum information via the most e ective cognitive processing is vision. Therefore, we seek to display the results of logical animation via a graphical representation, rather than, for example a tableau or just the list of positive formulas that constitute the minimal model. The animator I/O is in a well-de ned format, so the state of the system can be represented by graphical objects depicting the logical constants and drawn in relation to one another as determined from the user. The graphics interface enables us to de ne directly graphical representations as an adjunct to both the speci cation and the KE theorem prover.
In addition, we have implemented a text generation system, whose original application was to paraphrase a formal requirements speci cation in English Johanssen, 1991] . However, it soon became apparent that a more appropriate use of this system was to communicate changes in the state of the animated system as a supplement to the graphical display. In this way we would be able to draw the user's attention to speci c details of interest, or highlight changes in more complicated displays (where it might not be immediately obvious what change has occurred, especially as the preceding window is not usually available for comparison). For full details of the text generation and graphical systems, and the application of model building in requirements engineering, see Pitt and Cunningham, 1995] .
An Example
This section gives a illustration of how the system works for a simple example, namely the blocks world of Genesereth and Nilsson Genesereth and Nilsson, 1987] . A speci cation for the blocks world in the forest action logic Maibaum, 1987] The axioms which constrain actions are:
8x BLOCK 8y BLOCK .On(x,y)^Clear(x) ) per(user,Unstack(x,y)) 8x BLOCK 8y BLOCK .OnTable(x)^Clear(x)^Clear(y)^x6 =y ) per(user,Stack(x,y))
The post-conditions of the actions are given by:
8x BLOCK 8y BLOCK . user,Unstack(x,y)]OnTable(x) 8x BLOCK 8y BLOCK . user,Stack(x,y)]On(x,y)
The prototype implementation incorporates the three elements of KE model building, natural language generation, and graphical representations of models. There are three main components in the system: a KE Model Builder, a Natural Language Generator, and a User Interface, which is responsible for the graphics. The operation of the system follows two phases: initialization and animation. The sequence of processes performed by each component of the system, and in response to user interactions, is as follows:
Initialization:
the KE Model Builder applies the tableau rules to the speci cation plus a given extensional database to create the initial state of the system; the Natural Language Generator processes the speci cation to construct the lexicons, and describes the world model in English;
the User Interface draws the world model, computes from the speci cation the permissible actions in this state, and makes these available via a menu (the Action Menu); Animation: repeat until the user selects Quit: the user selects an action from the Action Menu; the KE Model Builder starts new tableau with the axioms of the speci cation and the postconditions of the action. When no further KE rules apply on an open branch, a frame rule is invoked, which adds all information from the previous state to the current branch. This continues until a minimal model (or models) is/are constructed; the Natural Language Generator computes the changes from one state to the new state represented by the minimal model. English descriptions of these changes are generated and displayed; the User Interface updates the graphical representation and determines the permissible actions in the new state. The Action Menu is updated dynamically and the user can now select a new action.
The reader can con rm that by applying the KE rules to the axioms of the speci cation plus the extensional database fOnTable(red). OnTable(green). OnTable(blue)g the resulting database is as displayed and described in the left hand screen dump in It can also be con rmed that after selecting the action Stack green on blue, the new situation is as shown, and the changes are as described, in the right hand screen dump. (For those watching in black and white, the red block is on the left, the green one in the middle, and the blue one on the right.)
Discussion
In this prototype, instead of the free variable and rules, we have taken advantage of the sortal information and the small size of the example speci cation, and used Hintikka's 1988] rules instead. Then, the universal quanti er rule replaces 8x s : by x s =c] for all constants c of sort s listed in the database, and an existential quanti er 9x s : opens n branches (where n = jsj) such that each branch i starts with x s =c i ]. However, while these rules can be proved sound and complete, and work in practice for small examples, even the universal quanti er rule, which is linear', can be expected to`blow up' for large domains, so ultimately we will need to use the free variable rules in order to scale up this application.
There are several cogent reasons why we are exploring the use of KE for logical animation.
These include: E ciency and familiarity: KE is di erent from the tableau method, although the KE-based proof procedure used in this paper is related to tableau with lemmata plus a certain formula selection strategy. This similarity means that the (computational) problems and their solutions are likely to be of the same nature, so there are many existing results of which we can take and indeed have taken advantage. However, KE does o er a substantial (space) improvement because, as we have seen, the only branching rule decreases the size of the search space.
Model building: an essential feature of KE is that, because of PB, all complete open branches are mutually inconsistent. This facilitates our search for minimal models in comparison with the tableau method, which can lead to a redundant enumeration of models (i.e. some of the models may be subsumed by others). This redundancy may not be visible in small examples, but can have a dramatic e ect on the enumeration process when lengthier sets are involved.
Behavior explanation: The standard tableau method is essentially a`satis ability checker', by which we mean that given a set of formulas ? and a single formula , it implements a function f: f(?; ) = yes, if ? j = ; no, if ? 6 j = The problem with the standard tableau method is that not all the rules used to implement f can be easily related to`traditional' forms of reasoning (Swartout 1983 ] reports a similar problem in a similar application using a theorem prover based on resolution). For example, the branching rule for implication derives its justi cation from the truth-tables for implication in classical logic (only), but is hard to explain to those untrained in formal logic, and hard to motivate the use of the rule in building a model. The explanation of a proof involving such steps requires additional e ort (e.g. by translating a tableau proof into natural deduction steps). KE, on the other hand, uses as its analytic rules for implication, precisely those rules which correspond to`practical' forms of reasoning, such as modus ponens and modus tollens. Even the single branching rule of KE is related to the fundamental logical notion of classical bivalence, i.e. every formula is either true or false. All of these rules are intuitive, easily justi ed, and, it is expected, will be easier to explain as a reasoning step in animating a system and explaining its behaviour.
Summary and Further Work
In some ways, this paper is complementary to the theoretical paper of D' Agostino and Mondadori 1994] , in that the more applied research discussed herein has brought out quite graphically some of the important characteristics of the KE calculus for practical applications. Notably, the theorem proving experiments, the comparison with leanT A P, and the prototype application in model building provide evidence that:
there is an overall space saving with KE, which becomes increasingly signi cant as the theorems to prove get`tougher'; the branching rule PB, which ensures that all open branches are mutually inconsistent, aids the search for minimal models; the relation of the`linear' rules to`traditional' forms of reasoning is potentially very useful for behaviour explanation.
It is worth emphasizing that the power, e ciency and generality of our program emerge from the underlying calculus of KE rather than from heuristics or the Prolog implementation; however, it is also worth stressing that there remain many as yet unexplored possibilities for optimising the proof procedure.
As mentioned in the introduction, the system described here is the rst stage in the construction of a practical reasoning system for multi-modal logic being developed as part of the Esprit Medlar II project. Multi-modal logics can provide a ner logical representation of, for example, verb tense and aspect and mental attitudes of agents in communication, which has justi cation in the clause structure of natural language sentences. In theorem proving with multi-modal logics, the ontological signi cance of world models is a reason to represent them explicitly, rather than hiding them through translation into a more classical style for rst order theorem proving. Therefore a KE variant of Fitting's pre xed tableaux Fitting, 1983] for possible worlds in a relational semantics may be useful for proof and inference. Alternatively, the work of Scherl, 1992] , in whose framework sentences in a modal logic are translated into a constraint logic, may be relevant. The constraints represent the accessibility relation in the possible worlds semantics for a logic, while both the translation procedure and the constraint logic are dependent on the speci c modal logic in question. Special mechanisms are then required for reasoning about the constraints.
Both approaches require the use of constraints. A hook has been included in the current implementation of KE, whereby every formula is actually a labelled formula (recall we labelled formulas with their free variables), so that we can use labelled formulas as the basic units of logical derivation. The intended role of the label is to give additional information which is not of the same declarative nature as the formula itself Gabbay, 1990] . For example, in the propositional implementation mentioned earlier, the labels were used to record the complexity of formulas. Then when a`most complex' formula was analysed or used in PB it could be discarded, which led to a noticeable improvement in performance. The work of D' Agostino and Gabbay 1994] points the way to the use of labels for dealing with substructural logics.
The implementation of KE in ICL/ECRC's ECL i PS e programming language is enabling us to pursue three further research issues. Firstly, we are investigating two treatments of multiple modalities via constraint logic programming, either by constraints on the pre xes or constraints on the rst-order translation of the modalities. Secondly, the use of the ProTcl library to access Tcl/Tk Ousterhout, 1994] for generating model-building applications with graphical Xwindows interfaces is being actively explored. Thirdly, parallelisation for execution on an ICL DRS6000 is another issue that will be examined when a version of ECL i PS e that supports parallelism is available.
